Family Survival First Aid Kit Emergency Medical Care Pack
Launched
Patch Up Products, a popular company specializing in emergency medical solutions,
launched a new family survival first aid kit with 275 pieces, 40 unique items. The kit is
fully equipped for small to medium size groups for treating severe cuts, injuries and
other common emergencies.
Patch Up Products, a popular company specializing in emergency medical solutions, launched a
new family survival first aid kit with 275 pieces, 40 unique items. The kit is fully equipped for small to
medium size groups for treating severe cuts, injuries and other common emergencies.Georgetown,
CT, United States - March 13, 2017 /PressCable/ -Patch Up Products, a Georgetown, Connecticut company specializing in first aid solutions, launched
its' new family Patch Up Emergency First Aid Kit with 275 pieces and 40 unique items.
More information is available at http://patchupkit.com.
First aid kits are essential in a variety of environments, and they are often legally required in public
places and also in vehicles. They can be found everywhere from homes and personal cars to large
business centers, and they are vital in case of an emergency.
Many people choose to have a first aid kit at hand when they go camping and hiking, while others
prefer a fully-equipped medical care pack at home. Keeping all medicine and medical equipment in
one place saves valuable time in case of emergency, and can often be crucial when one's life is at
risk.
The family survival first aid kit from Patch Up Products is designed to provide emergency medical
care for small to medium size groups, making it suitable for home, family outdoor adventuring,
survival situations and sports.
The Patch-Up Emergency First Aid Kit contains 275 pieces and 40 unique items, to amply provide
complete first aid services in a variety of situations.
The medical supplies and instruments include essentials such as scissors, tweezers, thermometers,
medical face masks, a mouth to mouth resuscitation device, disposable gloves, blankets, cotton
buds and safety pins.
The Patch-Up family and survival first aid kit is fully equipped to provide immediate help in case of
small cuts, burns and insect bites. The tough nylon water-resistant kit bag contains large amounts of
adhesive bandages of different sizes, from fingertip to elbow-size, as well as burn cream, alcohol
pads and sting-relief packets.
For severe cuts and bleeding, the kit contains an abdominal combine pad, sterile gauze pads,
non-adherent wound pads, gauze rolls and ten large wound bandages.
Finally, the Patch-Up First Aid Kit is also fully equipped for medium cuts, sprains and injuries, with
items such as crepe elastic bandages, tongue depressors and eye patches.
The Patch-Up First Aid Kit is well organized with expandable see through zippered pockets and is
well-equipped with hospital grade emergency supplies, to provide emergency preparedness, safety
and protection. It is available on Amazon.
Interested parties can find more information by visiting the Patch Up Products website at
http://patchupkit.com.
Contact Info:Name: Wallace MillerEmail: support@patchupkit.comOrganization: Patch Up Products
LLCAddress: PO Box #3, 65 Redding Road, Georgetown, CT 06829, United StatesPhone:
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